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MATRIX MEDIUM
Studio OS Δ OOS, 2022
Both table lamp and art object, MATRIX is the result of the essential
design of  the duo Oskar  Peet  and Sophie  Mensen,  established
designers of the latest generation and founders of the Eindhoven-
based Studio OS Δ OOS. When referring to the term matrix, we
generally think of a square matrix commonly used in mathematics,
i.e. a combination of rows and columns. A third dimension is added
by introducing a circle that surrounds the matrix like a ring. The
design object becomes a lamp thanks to a light globe, positioned
internally  and  centrally  to  the  matrix,  which  emits  a  soft  and
diffused light in all  directions. The grid structure plays with the
simple and pure shape of the illuminated sphere. The components
of  Matrix  create  transparencies  and  cast  unusual  geometric
shadows on the surrounding surfaces when viewed from different
perspectives. The Matrix project began as a system to allow for
endless  configurations.  The  base  concept  is  derived  from
architectural  constructions  and  solutions  for  multi-purpose
situations,  i.e.  from  the  concept  of  form  meeting  function.

Table lamp with diffused and dimmable light. Structure in painted metal and glass sphere made of white blown glass with
satin-finish. Black power cable, dimmer and plug. Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK - USA - UE-CHN).
Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
glass, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
matt gold

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 8W (2700K, CRI>90, 1180Lm)

SKU
F444305250OBWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
  

COLOR

 

SPEC SHEET
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MATRIX MEDIUM
Studio OS Δ OOS, 2022
Both table lamp and art object, MATRIX is the result of the essential
design of  the duo Oskar  Peet  and Sophie  Mensen,  established
designers of the latest generation and founders of the Eindhoven-
based Studio OS Δ OOS. When referring to the term matrix, we
generally think of a square matrix commonly used in mathematics,
i.e. a combination of rows and columns. A third dimension is added
by introducing a circle that surrounds the matrix like a ring. The
design object becomes a lamp thanks to a light globe, positioned
internally  and  centrally  to  the  matrix,  which  emits  a  soft  and
diffused light in all  directions. The grid structure plays with the
simple and pure shape of the illuminated sphere. The components
of  Matrix  create  transparencies  and  cast  unusual  geometric
shadows on the surrounding surfaces when viewed from different
perspectives. The Matrix project began as a system to allow for
endless  configurations.  The  base  concept  is  derived  from
architectural  constructions  and  solutions  for  multi-purpose
situations,  i.e.  from  the  concept  of  form  meeting  function.

Table lamp with diffused and dimmable light. Structure in painted metal and glass sphere made of white blown glass with
satin-finish. Black power cable, dimmer and plug. Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK - USA - UE-CHN).
Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
glass, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
white

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 8W (2700K, CRI>90, 1180Lm)

SKU
F444305250BIWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
  

COLOR

 

SPEC SHEET
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MATRIX LARGE
Studio OS Δ OOS, 2022
Both table lamp and art object, MATRIX is the result of the essential
design of  the duo Oskar  Peet  and Sophie  Mensen,  established
designers of the latest generation and founders of the Eindhoven-
based Studio OS Δ OOS. When referring to the term matrix, we
generally think of a square matrix commonly used in mathematics,
i.e. a combination of rows and columns. A third dimension is added
by introducing a circle that surrounds the matrix like a ring. The
design object becomes a lamp thanks to a light globe, positioned
internally  and  centrally  to  the  matrix,  which  emits  a  soft  and
diffused light in all  directions. The grid structure plays with the
simple and pure shape of the illuminated sphere. The components
of  Matrix  create  transparencies  and  cast  unusual  geometric
shadows on the surrounding surfaces when viewed from different
perspectives. The Matrix project began as a system to allow for
endless  configurations.  The  base  concept  is  derived  from
architectural  constructions  and  solutions  for  multi-purpose
situations,  i.e.  from  the  concept  of  form  meeting  function.

Table lamp with diffused and dimmable light. Structure in painted metal and glass sphere made of white blown glass with
satin-finish. Black power cable, dimmer and plug. Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK - USA - UE-CHN).
Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
glass, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
matt gold

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 8W (2700K, CRI>90, 1180Lm)

SKU
F444310250OBWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
  

COLOR

 

SPEC SHEET
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MATRIX LARGE
Studio OS Δ OOS, 2022
Both table lamp and art object, MATRIX is the result of the essential
design of  the duo Oskar  Peet  and Sophie  Mensen,  established
designers of the latest generation and founders of the Eindhoven-
based Studio OS Δ OOS. When referring to the term matrix, we
generally think of a square matrix commonly used in mathematics,
i.e. a combination of rows and columns. A third dimension is added
by introducing a circle that surrounds the matrix like a ring. The
design object becomes a lamp thanks to a light globe, positioned
internally  and  centrally  to  the  matrix,  which  emits  a  soft  and
diffused light in all  directions. The grid structure plays with the
simple and pure shape of the illuminated sphere. The components
of  Matrix  create  transparencies  and  cast  unusual  geometric
shadows on the surrounding surfaces when viewed from different
perspectives. The Matrix project began as a system to allow for
endless  configurations.  The  base  concept  is  derived  from
architectural  constructions  and  solutions  for  multi-purpose
situations,  i.e.  from  the  concept  of  form  meeting  function.

Table lamp with diffused and dimmable light. Structure in painted metal and glass sphere made of white blown glass with
satin-finish. Black power cable, dimmer and plug. Plug-in power supply with interchangeable plugs (UK - USA - UE-CHN).
Integrated led.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
glass, metal

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
white

GROUP TENSION
Integrated Led

ENERGY CLASS
F

LIGHT SOURCE
LED 8W (2700K, CRI>90, 1180Lm)

SKU
F444310250BIWL

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Black

DIMMER
Dimmer included

CERTIFICATIONS
  

COLOR

 

SPEC SHEET
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